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Aylix K. Jensen offers analysis and insights for the debt collection industry in her monthly
newsletter, The Safe Harbor: Debt Collection Law Update by Aylix Jensen. This monthly
newsletter provides an update of changes and developments in the law that impact the
debt collection industry. It highlights new debt collection laws and practices, discusses
what these may mean for the collection industry, and provides tips to ensure compliance.
This article is featured in the August 2022 edition.

In Palacio v. Med. Fin. Sols., No. 21 CV 1288 (N.D. Ill. June 14, 2022), the court concluded that an
early-out entity providing services on behalf of a medical provider did not constitute a “debt
collector” for purposes of the Fair Debt Collection Practice Acts ("FDCPA"). In Palacio, the
defendant early-out entity sent the plaintiff statements to collect money that she owed to a medical
facility. The statements did not contain disclosures advising that the entity was a debt collector,
which is required of debt collectors subject to the FDCPA. However, the statements advised that the
debt was not currently in default.

The plaintiff filed suit arguing that the early-out entity was acting as a debt collector and was
therefore subject to the FDCPA’s disclosure requirements. The early-out entity moved for summary
judgment on the basis that it is excluded from the definition of “debt collector” under the FDCPA
because it does not collect on bad debt or defaulted accounts.

The early-out entity contracted with the medical provider to provide non-medical services to
patients, including pre-registration, registration, insurance verification, authorization of physician
referrals, and determining payment methods for patients. The early-out entity also assisted with
other non-medical services throughout a patient’s treatment and shortly after a patient’s discharge.
Pursuant to the agreement between the early-out entity and the medical provider, the early-out
entity would outsource bad debt management to a third-party collection agency and did not collect
on defaulted accounts.

To determine whether the early-out entity was acting as a debt collector for purposes of the
particular debt at issue, the court considered whether the debt was in default when the early-out
entity obtained it. The court found that the debt was not in default when obtaining it and
concluded that the early-out entity fell into the exclusion provided in Section 1692a(6)(F)(iii) of the
FDCPA, meaning it was not subject to the FDCPA.
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The court noted that the FDCPA does not define “default” and that the court of appeals has not
interpreted it either, but that courts generally find that there is no bright-line definition of default.
Rather, whether a debt has defaulted is instead determined on a case-by-case basis by analyzing the
contractual agreements between the debtor and money-collecting entity. The court explained that
alternatively, the definition of default can be determined by relying on the definition provided in
federal statutes and regulations that govern similar types of loans. Importantly, the court noted that
“[a]n overdue payment is not necessarily a debt in default.”

The court also rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the early-out entity’s status as a licensed
collection agency in Illinois was an indicator that it qualified as a debt collector under the FDCPA.
The court clarified that the definition of “collection agency” under state law differs from the
definition of “debt collector” under federal law, and that in Illinois, an entity that acquires a debt
before default is still a collection agency. Contrary to the plaintiff’s contention, the court made clear
that an entity’s state registration is not proof of its federal status as a debt collector.

This decision serves as an important reminder to carefully consider each jurisdiction’s collection
agency statutes and the services that your company provides before obtaining a state collection
agency license. Several state collection agency statutes include similar exclusionary default language
to the FDCPA which may mean that state licensing and registration requirements are not applicable.
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